
REMEMBER THESE REGULATIONS

BACKCQUNTRY USE PERMITS are required for all back-
country overnight stays.

OPEN CAMPFIRES ore allowed only If "dead and down"
wood is used to fuel the fire. (Try to use an existing
fire ring.)

MAXIMUM PARTY SIZE is limited to 12 persons and/or
8 head of stock.

PACK STOCK use is permitted throughout the back-
country with the following exceptions: 1) between Rim
Drive and Crater Lake. 2) on Mt. Scott, Godfrey Glen
and Annie Spring trails. 3) in camping areas.

PETS. FIREARMS. BICYCLES AND MOTORIZED VEHICLES

are not permitted in the backcountry. Pets are permitt
ed on leash on the Pacific Crest Trail (PCT) only when
they enter and exit on the PCT at either the north or
south boundary of the park. Pets are not permitted on
any of the spur or access trails to or from the PCT.

PACK OUT all unburnable garbage and leave a clean
camp.

CAMPING AND OPEN CAMPFIRES ARE PROHIBITED in

the following areas to protect the experiences of other
visitors and preserve specific fragile areas.

—Within one mile of any paved road or nature trail
or developed area.

—Within 100 feet of any water source.

—Within 100 feet of any trail or other camping party
except when using a designated campsite.

—Between Rim Drive and Crater Loke.

—On the Phantom Ship or Wizard Island.

—Atop Mt. Scott and olong the trail to the summit.

NO HIKING OR CLIMBING INSIDE THE RIM except on
the Cleetwood Trail.
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Crater Lake

Backcountry Use

Preservation and enjoyment of Croter Lake's
backcountry depends in large part upon your
careful and considerate use. Please observe

the regulations in this folder and try to incor
porate minimum impact suggestions into your
backcountry trip. If you follow all of the
regulations and suggestions, you will provide
others the opportunity for solitude and a
quality experience.
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